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1 INTRODUCTION

The applications of Machine Learning (ML) have only expanded as more capable models and algorithms have been created. As ML improves in capabilities, it is deployed on more volumes of data and for more tasks. For example, ML is being used in applications ranging from autonomous vehicles, detecting hummingbirds in videos to study microcosms [26], and finding novel earthquakes [45]. These applications produce large volumes of data: a single autonomous vehicle can produce more than 4 TB of data in a day, and ~200 days worth of ecological video is ~9 TB.

Due to the nature of ML-based deployments, it is infeasible for a human to exhaustively monitor this data (limited “human attention”) [5]: the Tesla fleet of vehicles sees more data per day than
Fig. 1. Steps present in most ML deployments. Most of the literature focuses on model training, validation, and inference. Furthermore, most of the data assumes the pipeline is fixed, as opposed to ongoing. We argue for the importance of the underlooked components of the ML deployment pipeline: data curation, data quality assurance, and model monitoring.

As a result, ML is increasingly being deployed where only a small fraction of the data could possibly be monitored. As a result, ML-based deployments have already been involved in negative outcomes, including severe accidents such as autonomous vehicles striking pedestrians [22]. Beyond autonomous vehicles, ML models have also been involved in confidently overestimating flu case counts [35], have failed to generalize in network congestion control algorithms [52], and have failed to generalize in predicting unemployment claims from Twitter data [3], among others. These errors are not limited to resource-constrained organizations: Google, Uber, and other organizations have been involved with such errors [22, 35].

To address these issues, the ML and systems community has largely focused on three areas: increasing model capacity [17, 18, 23], improved training methods [13, 14, 50], and validation methods (e.g., statistical validation or “verification”) [40, 51]. For example, on the model front, recent work on transformers have not only revolutionized natural language processing but also have shown great progress on vision tasks with potential for improved semantic understanding of images [17, 18, 23]. On the training front, work on self- and semi-supervised learning have the potential to allow understanding of large datasets with few labels [13, 14, 50]. On the validation front, work aims to catch overflow errors at training time [40], “verify” that neural networks satisfy certain properties [51], and so on.

Unfortunately, the ML deployment stack has steps beyond training ML models that have been understudied: monitoring deployed ML models, the curation of high-quality training data, and directly leveraging end use cases to ML models. We show a typical ML model deployment stack in Figure 1. Much of existing work focuses on the training, validation, and inference stages, with little work on the remaining stages.

In this work, we argue for the importance of the ML deployment stack beyond training, validation, and inference. In particular, we argue for the importance of monitoring, vetting/curating training data, and end-to-end optimization of ML deployments. We describe our experience in ML deployments and highlight areas that have been neglected in existing work. We then review and extend work to address these areas.

Monitoring ML Deployments. We first show that common methods of deploying ML methods can lead to large downstream errors (e.g., in aggregation query results). As an example, a common method of performing analytics over unstructured data is to deploy a pre-trained model on a new dataset. Consider deploying SSD [37], a single-shot object detector, pre-trained on MS-COCO [36] for traffic analysis. We deployed SSD on a commonly studied traffic dataset denoted night-street [25, 27, 29]. As shown in Figure 2, SSD makes numerous errors, despite the camera being in a fixed position. The literature has many more examples of such discrepancies: simple transformations
of images can cause errors [4]. As a result, we argue that it is critical to monitor ML models at deployment time.

To begin to monitor ML deployments, we review and extend model assertions [32]. Model assertions are opaque functions that allow domain experts to specify when errors may be occurring. For example, a traffic analyst can specify that cars should not appear and disappear too rapidly in video. We review how model assertions can be used and extend the results to other domains, including for tabular data.

**Curation and Vetting of High-Quality Training Data.** We then show that the common practice of assuming human labels are correct is in fact flawed. A number of publicly available datasets contain egregious errors, including datasets used to train autonomous vehicles. In Figure 3, we show several examples of errors from the Lyft Level 5 perception dataset [33], which has been used to host competitions [48] and develop models [53]. Although seemingly simple, similar errors were involved in Uber’s fatal autonomous vehicle incident: “[a]s the [automated driving system] changed the classification of the pedestrian several times—alternating between vehicle, bicycle, and an other—the system was unable to correctly predict the path of the detected object” [22], highlighting the need to avoid such errors. Furthermore, the utility of a given additional training data item varies greatly depending on the applications [26, 32].

To address the quality and utility of training data, we first describe **Learned Observation Assertions (LOA)**, which aids users in determining when training data may contain errors. LOA leverages existing training data and existing ML models to highlight such errors. We further describe how model assertions and LOA can be used to select training data more efficiently than standard methods of selecting training data.

**Guaranteeing Performance.** Finally, we show a range of methods for analytics deployments can catastrophically fail, ranging from selection to aggregation queries. For example, when selecting

---

**Fig. 2.** Examples of errors from SSD deployed on a street camera video. These errors are easily specified by domain experts. Taken from Kang et al. [32].

**Fig. 3.** Examples of errors from the publicly available Lyft Level 5 dataset. This dataset was produced by a leading labeling vendor. Taken from Kang et al. [24].
rare events with a recall target of 90%, common methods of selection can return sets with recalls below 20%. Furthermore, methods for accelerating aggregation queries, when naively applied, can return higher errors while simultaneously being slower than alternative methods. These errors are particularly problematic for scientific analyses or for decision making, as these methods also do not specify their errors.

To address the issues that arise in analytics, we describe and contextualize methods for achieving statistical guarantees on query accuracy. These methods largely leverage sampling. However, in contrast to standard AQP, the fields to be aggregated on are not present ahead of time, so standard indexing/preprocessing methods cannot be used. We describe challenges that arise in this setting and methods to address this issue.

In the remainder of the article, we describe methods for monitoring ML deployments at inference time, curation and quality control of ML data, and an example of optimizing end-to-end ML deployments for analytics. Throughout, we specify when results are novel to this work.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we outline the ML deployment stack. Our description is generated from a range of industry collaborations and conversations, our own experiences in deploying ML models, and the literature. Our collaborators include large autonomous vehicle organizations, ML model providers partnering with numerous Fortune 500 companies, scientists, and others. We additionally highlight differences between our observations and standard academic practice.

2.1 Overview

ML deployments vary widely in end use case and resources. Their use cases range from analyzing video to study hummingbird feeding patterns, finding earthquakes, and driving vehicles autonomously. Organizations that deploy ML range from single individuals with no coding experience to hundreds of engineers with years of experience. As a result, these deployments vary widely. Nonetheless, we aim to outline common properties of these deployments.

All ML deployments we are aware of contain a subset of the following: training models, validating models, deployment/inference in its end use case, and the curation of training data. We describe each step in detail in the following.

As different individuals and teams have specific concerns, we outline interfaces of different parts of the ML deployment stack. At large organizations, each part has one or more teams dedicated to optimizing that part of the stack. Even for individuals or smaller teams, different parts are often outsourced (e.g., AutoML for training).

We describe the interfaces in Table 1. Much of existing work has focused on Train, Validation, and Inference, with less work on the remaining parts. In many ML deployments, a large number of models are trained and deployed. We describe the interfaces for a single model, although models are sometimes jointly trained.

An important feature we highlight is that ML models are often used to take unstructured data (e.g., text, video, images, audio) to structured outputs. Unstructured data is often difficult and computationally intensive to process. In contrast, structured outputs are much simpler to process. We note that a number of deployments do not fall under this setting (e.g., generation).

2.2 Training

The first step of ML model deployment is training a model. In this step, training algorithm takes a model architecture and training data as input and outputs a trained model. The most common training algorithm is stochastic gradient descent (SGD). We highlight popular model architectures for common tasks/modalities:
Table 1. Example Interfaces for Various Aspects of the ML Deployment as Described in Figure 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component interface</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train(ModelArchitecture, TrainingData, TrainingAlgorithm) -&gt; TrainedModel</td>
<td>Model training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation(TrainedModel, ValidationData, ValidationAlgorithm) -&gt; Statistics</td>
<td>Model validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inference(TrainedModel, UnseenData) -&gt; StructuredOutputs</td>
<td>Executing a trained model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EndUse(StructuredOutputs, UnseenData) -&gt; Action</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curation(TrainedModel, StructuredOutputs, UnseenData) -&gt; LabeledData</td>
<td>Use in the end use case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown, many ML models produce structured outputs, which are subsequently consumed for downstream tasks. Additionally, many components have well-defined interfaces, which allow teams of engineers, data scientists, and domain experts to work together.

(1) BERT/GPT-based architectures are most commonly used for tasks over text (e.g., sentiment analysis, topic classification).

(2) Convolution-based architectures (e.g., ResNet) are most commonly used for image classification.

(3) RCNN (e.g., Mask R-CNN, Faster R-CNN) or single-shot (e.g., SSD, YOLO) backbones with convolutional backbones are most commonly used for object detection.

A large body of existing work focuses on improving training algorithms and model architectures.

2.3 Validation

Given a trained ML model, the next step is to validate the model. In this step, data (ideally) unseen at training time and reflective of deployment is used to produce statistics about the model. The most common method is to produce an average validation statistic over the dataset, such as the mean accuracy for classification or Mean Average Precision (mAP) for object detection. New models are typically not deployed unless a majority of validation metrics have improved.

An emerging body of work is demonstrating the dangers of using a fixed validation set. Even leading experts in ML funded by industry titans can be prone to such errors. For example, Google flu trends worked well on in-distribution data but catastrophically failed when deployed in the wild [35]. These errors are wide ranging: experts in network congestion control algorithms [52] to flu predictions by Google [35] have also encountered similar issues.

As a result, we believe it is critical to collect data in an ongoing manner to ensure that validation results still hold. This is in stark contrast to the literature that measures model performance on fixed validation sets.

2.4 Inference and End Use

Once a model is validated, it is deployed for its end use.

Inference. One key aspect of this process is model inference. In model inference, the set of inputs is transformed into a “useful” output. This is most commonly a structured output(s). For example:

(1) Sentiment analysis transforms unstructured text to a sentiment (e.g., positive or negative).

(2) Object detection transforms unstructured images to a set of boxes and object categories.

While seemingly obvious, this distinction is critical for a range of techniques to monitor ML model deployments.

Much work in the systems and ML communities focuses on improving inference performance [11, 15, 31, 43]. For example, the MLPerf inference benchmark measures the throughput and latency of accelerators on a range of tasks [43]. While important, improvements to inference do not always translate to improvements to the end use.
**End Use.** Once the outputs of the model are generated, they are then used for some end use case. In this work, we focus on models that produce structured outputs. A range of generative tasks (e.g., image editing, chatbots) do not produce structured outputs, which we do not focus on in this work.

The structured outputs are used to take actions or perform analyses. For example, they can be used to decide on control actions for an autonomous vehicle. They can also be used to do business analytics, such as analyzing which customers are most likely to churn.

ML deployments are also increasingly being used in scientific analyses. These analyses often have strict requirements on accuracy *with respect to ground truth*. In particular, validation accuracy does not provide any guarantees on accuracy on the deployed data, as we described earlier.

### 2.5 Curation of Training Data

A critical part of many ML deployments is the *ongoing* curation of *high-quality* training (and validation) data. Many ML deployments are constantly exposed to new types of data, thus requiring new training data to adapt to new scenarios. For example, the Tesla Cybertruck is visually distinct from older trucks. The failure of Google flu trends to generalize across years also demonstrates the importance of ongoing curation of training data. We highlight two aspects of training data curation of importance.

The first is that training data curation is an *ongoing* process for many organizations. In particular, datasets and ML deployments are not static, so organizations must collect new data. This is of particular importance to safety-critical ML deployments (e.g., autonomous vehicles).

The second is that training data must be *high quality* and *high value*. In contrast to a large body of work that assumes given labels are correct, real-world labels vary widely in accuracy. For example, the Lyft Level 5 perception dataset is rife with errors. We show examples of missing vehicles in Figure 3. Furthermore, the marginal value of data varies greatly depending on the end task, which we highlight in Section 4.

### 2.6 Examples

We provide two examples of end-to-end ML deployments.

**Autonomous Vehicles.** Autonomous vehicles deploy a number of ML models in the vehicle. In this example, we focus on LIDAR perception models, which are used to detect 3D boxes of objects (vehicles, pedestrians, etc.). The primary goal of the model builders and team is to create a model that results in no accidents. As this objective is difficult to measure, a common goal is to create a model as accurate as possible. We contrast this goal with the goal of the ecological analysis use case in the following.

Teams of ML researchers focus on developing new models and training algorithms for 3D LIDAR detection. The state of the art has progressed from 44.9 NDS [34] to 75.0 NDS [38] on the nuScenes dataset [12], a remarkable increase in performance in only 2 years. Given trained models, they are evaluated on a held-out set of data, which is separate from the training set. The most common metric for 3D box detection is mAP.

If the model is suitable for deployment, then it is deployed in the car, where it sees new data. Due to the large volumes of data, it is infeasible to even store all of the data seen by the models. As a result, selecting which data to keep and which data to label is challenging.

A separate team typically manages data curation, management, and quality control. Data curation is a difficult and often ad-hoc process. Data is typically sampled at random until problematic events are surfaced. Then, data scientists manually search for events that are similar to problematic events.
Ecological Analysis. Our collaborators in the Stanford biology department wish to find instances of hummingbirds feeding in field video for downstream manual analysis. The dataset is approximately 9 TB and 200 continuous camera-days of video.

In this example, the primary goal is selection. Since exhaustive manual annotation is infeasible and the downstream analysis can tolerate some missing events, the goal is to select 80% of the video where hummingbirds appear (as measured by total time of appearance).

There are a number of differences with the autonomous vehicle setting. We have a limited amount of resources (computational, labeling, development) compared to autonomous vehicle companies. Furthermore, the goal is to select instances of hummingbirds as opposed to training a high-quality detection method. As we describe, we can leverage the temporal nature of hummingbird visits to select difficult examples of hummingbirds. In contrast, this approach is not feasible for decision making in autonomous vehicles.

3 MONITORING ML DEPLOYMENTS

In this section, we describe and extend work on monitoring ML deployments.

A critical aspect of many ML deployments these monitoring methods leverage is that the output of many ML models is structured (e.g., boxes of cars). This is in contrast to the unstructured inputs to many ML models (e.g., images). Since structured records are both easier for domain experts to reason over and computationally cheaper to process, we believe that leveraging these structured outputs is a promising way of monitoring ML deployments.

We describe two methods of incorporating domain knowledge to monitor ML deployments over the structured outputs of ML models. Both methods allow multiple users to add monitoring without being experts in ML model development. We have found this property to be useful for large teams.

3.1 Incorporating Domain Knowledge for Monitoring

As mentioned, the key insight we leverage is that the outputs of ML pipelines are structured—that is, the outputs have a meaningful schema. Importantly, both labels and the outputs of ML models are structured in the settings we consider. As such, we can apply similar techniques to monitor both ML model outputs and labels. Furthermore, we can leverage labels to monitor ML model outputs and vice versa.

An important property of monitoring ML pipelines is that, increasingly, non-experts in ML are aiding in monitoring. As a result, we focus on simple interfaces that are agnostic to input data types and specific ML models.

3.2 Manually Specifying Assertions

Overview. We first describe model assertions [32], which allow domain experts to manually specify when errors in ML models may be occurring.

Model assertions are black-box functions provided by domain experts. As inputs, model assertions take one or more inputs to ML models and outputs of ML models. For temporal data, this is typically a recent history of ML model inputs and outputs. The output of a model assertion is real number, where a zero is an abstention.

The API for implementing model assertions with temporal information is as follows:

```python
def Assertion(model_inputs: List[ModelInputs], model_outputs: List[ModelOutputs]) -> Float
```

and for point assertions is as follows:

```python
def Assertion(model_inputs: ModelInputs, model_outputs: ModelOutputs) -> Float
```

We provide concrete instantiations of implementing assertions next.
Examples. We give several examples of model assertions. As we show, model assertions can be used across domains, tasks (including beyond simple classification), models, and modalities. In contrast, a range of existing techniques only applies to specific tasks (e.g., only classification [47] or only detection [10]), models (e.g., only linear models), and so on.

Autonomous vehicles. Autonomous vehicles have a number of perception models that predict information from sensor data (e.g., from LIDAR point clouds, camera pixels, and sonar readings). The goal of these perception models is to produce accurate predictions about object types, positions, and other attributes (e.g., if a car is parked or not).

Since these predictions are about the real world, we have found that simple assertions about real-world behavior are surprisingly effective. For example, if a predicted box of a car is “flying,” it is unlikely to be a correct prediction (e.g., if its predicted $z$-coordinate is above 10 m high). Similarly, a car with a velocity greater than 120 mph is unlikely to be predicted correctly.

We provide a pseudocode implementation of the flying assertion:

```python
def CarNotFlying(point_cloud: PointCloud, boxes: List[Box3D]):
    nb_violations = 0
    for box in boxes:
        if box.z > 10m:
            nb_violations += 1
    return nb_violations
```

As shown, these assertions are often simple to implement, requiring few Lines of Code (LOC).

Video analytics. Similarly for video analytics, many models are used to predict information about real-world behavior. Consider the case of using traffic camera data to perform analytics over traffic patterns. As shown in Figure 2, ML models can produce highly unrealistic predictions. As a concrete example, we can write a simple assertion that states that three boxes of cars should not overlap. To implement such an assertion, an analyst could provide the following code:

```python
def NoMultipleOverlap(image: Image, boxes: List[Box2D]):
    nb_violations = 0
    # Iterate over the Cartesian product of the three lists
    for box1, box2, box3 in itertools.product(boxes, boxes, boxes):
        # If the boxes are the same box, skip this iteration
        if box1 == box2 or box2 == box3 or box1 == box3:
            continue
        # If the three boxes simultaneously overlap, we have a violation
        if box1.overlaps(box2) and box2.overlaps(box3) and box1.overlaps(box3):
            nb_violations += 1
    return nb_violations
```

Although this assertion can be rewritten for higher performance, we present the $O(N^3)$ version for clarity of presentation. As previously, this assertion can be written in under 10 LOC.

In this example, such predictions can occur for other classes for which the model was initially designed. For example, boxes of humans or other animals can highly overlap in images. As a result, it is not desirable to apply such constraints in general, but only in an application-specific manner.

Translation. Consider an analyst deploying an ML translation model. We trained a model as suggested by the PyTorch tutorial on translation [44]. This example is novel to this work.

We constructed a simple assertion that asserts that two words should not repeat in the translated output:
Fig. 4. Example of errors when predicting housing prices. As we can see, two of the examples are predicted as having negative housing prices, which is infeasible.

After executing this assertion, we found that 6.4% of the test set triggered this assertion. Thus, simple assertions can find errors in widely used models.

**Housing price prediction.** Consider an analyst predicting housing prices from features of the surrounding area. As an example, we took the popular sklearn Boston housing prices dataset [21] and a standard example online training a linear regression model to predict the housing prices [20]. This example is novel to this work.

As we show in Figure 4, two of the test data points (i.e., houses) are predicted as having a negative housing value, which is not valid. To prevent such erroneous predictions, the analyst could write a simple model assertion that asserts predicted housing prices should be positive:

```python
def OutputPositive(features: HousingFeatures, output: Float):
    if output < 0:
        return 1
    else:
        return 0
```

We note that this example is over structured inputs (i.e., tabular inputs) and structured outputs, showing that model assertions apply beyond unstructured inputs.

As we have shown, model assertions can be applied to a wide range of tasks, models, and modalities with few LOC (<10 LOC in all our examples). Due to their simplicity, we have found it easy to integrate into existing pipelines.

### 3.3 Consistency Assertions

**Overview.** A large class of assertions that we have found to be useful across domains are consistency assertions. Consistency assertions check whether or not predictions are concordant across time, modalities, or views.
Fig. 5. Example of a model prediction error in the nuScenes autonomous vehicle dataset. This error was found via a consistency assertion between different sensor views of the same data (3D point cloud and camera data). Taken from Kang et al. [32].

These assertions can be specified via a simple API. Given a set of associated data and predicted attributes, the model assertion can simply trigger when there are disagreements. The model assertion can also return the number of disagreements if desired.

An important application of consistency assertions are finding errors in human labels, which is of critical importance for high-stakes ML deployments (e.g., autonomous vehicle deployments).

We provide several examples of using consistency assertions to find errors in ML model predictions in the following. We discuss how to find errors in human labels in Section 4.2.

**Examples.** We describe several examples of consistency assertions.

*Autonomous vehicles.* We provide two examples of finding errors in 3D box prediction from LIDAR point clouds.

First, consider the setting where multiple models produce predictions over different sensors. For example, in addition to the 3D box prediction model, a 2D object detection might be executed over camera data. In this setting, an analyst can write consistency assertion between different views: the 2D projection of the 3D box via LIDAR should match with the 2D prediction from the camera. Similarly, we have found errors in the publicly available nuScenes dataset using this method [12]. We show an example of such an error in Figure 5.

Second, consider the setting of only 3D box predictions and a high enough time resolution (e.g., 10 Hz or higher). In this setting, the analyst can write a consistency assertion that specifies that a box in frame $t$ and $t + 2$ that overlap with IOU at least 0.5 should have a box in frame $t + 1$. We have found that this assertion can also find errors in state-of-the-art ML models.

*Video analytics.* Consider the setting of performing traffic analysis from camera data where the frame rate is 30 frames per second. Suppose the analyst uses a 2D object detection model to localize and classify vehicles.

Similarly to the autonomous vehicle setting, the detection model is predicting properties of the real world via sensor data. As such, the analyst can deploy assertions that encode simple properties about the real world. For example:

1. A time-consistency assertion as earlier (a box in frames $t$ and $t + 2$ implies a box in frame $t + 1$).
2. A separate time-consistency assertion asserts that a box of an object should not appear for only one frame (i.e., a box in frame $t$ should have an overlapping box in frame $t - 1$ or $t + 1$).
3. An assertion that says a continuously tracked object should have the same class prediction (e.g., a car should not switch to a truck).
Heart arrhythmia detection. Consider the setting where a model predicts heart arrhythmias from ECG time-series data [42]. These models are often trained on short snippets of ECG readings, as these short snippets are the easiest for doctors to label. When deployed on real data, the models are expected to predict over continuous data.

As earlier, the analyst can deploy a simple time-consistency assertion. Heart arrhythmia events typically do not start and restart in under 30 seconds, so high-frequency changes in model predictions are likely to be erroneous.

While many notions of consistency are easy to define (i.e., “hard” consistency), many notions of consistency are “fuzzy.” As a result, we have extended model assertions to learn consistency from data.

3.4 Learning Assertions

Overview. While many notions of consistency can be encoded with exact rules (i.e., as described previously), there are other notions of consistency which users may want to encode. For example, consider a model that predicts 3D boxes from LIDAR data in an autonomous vehicle that predicts the boxes in Figure 6. As shown, the boxes across three timesteps overlap, but in an unrealistic way. While such an assertion could be specified manually, it can be difficult to specify all such cases. In many cases, users wish to specify “soft” assertions as opposed to “hard” ones.

As a result, we have developed LOA, which can find such “soft” violations as described previously. Instead of users specifying each violation manually, they simply specify attributes over predictions (e.g., box volume). Then, our system that implements LOA, Fixy, will learn which observations are violations from existing predictions.

LOA takes advantage of two properties of ML deployments. First, many ML deployments collect human labels and older model predictions. These existing labels and predictions can be used to learn which subsequent predictions are possibly erroneous. Second, these human labels and ML model predictions are often correct on average. As a result, they can be used to learn reasonable distributions over subsequent model predictions.

LOA was designed for auditing autonomous vehicle labels. As such, it explicitly models temporal structure. However, we believe LOA can be applied to any setting with temporal structure beyond autonomous vehicle data.

Deploying LOA. We provide an overview of deploying LOA via Fixy and defer the formal specification of the language to Kang et al. [24].

To use Fixy, a user need only provide:

1. Access to existing human labels.
2. Simple functions to compute features and associations over predictions/labels.
3. Whether or not to select likely or unlikely predictions/labels.
Given these inputs, Fixy will automatically rank which predictions or labels are most likely to be erroneous.

We provide an example of deploying LOA via Fixy for autonomous vehicle data for finding erroneous ML model predictions. We describe how to use Fixy to find missing human labels in Section 4.2.

To find erroneous ML model predictions, the analyst can use the class-conditional features of box volume, object velocity, and track length. Then, the analyst specifies to Fixy that they are looking for unlikely tracks.

Given the specification, Fixy will look for unlikely tracks among the ML model predictions. We show an example in Figure 6, where the predicted truck box is highly inconsistent across frames. As a result, Fixy will flag such a track highly.

We show quantitative results of Fixy finding errors in human labels in Section 4.

4 CURATION AND QUALITY CONTROL OF LABELED DATA

A critical component of ML deployments is the curation of high-quality training data. The curation of this data involves two steps: (1) selecting which data to label and (2) ensuring the labels have high quality.

ML deployments have limited resources to label data: human labels are orders of magnitude more expensive than ML model inference. As a result, ML pipeline deployers must select which data to label.

In contrast to standard assumptions that human-labeled data is ground truth, an emerging body of work has shown that datasets are rife with errors. These errors can cause cascading failures in ML deployments and are thus of critical importance to find. Quantitatively, recent work has shown that label errors can cause a model capacity to degrade by up to $3 \times$ compared to training in clean data [39].

As such, we describe how assertions can be used to select and perform quality assurance over labeled data.

4.1 Selecting Data

Overview and Comparison to Active Learning. Selecting data to label is closely related to active learning [47]. In active learning, data is labeled and added to a training set to improve model quality. However, ML deployments often have requirements outside of the constraints of traditional active learning.

Standard active learning aims to add data to the training set, as it assumes the validation/test sets are representative. In contrast, we aim to select data to label for the training, validation, and test sets. This is especially important as validation and test datasets are often selected specifically to not reflect the input distribution, but to cover rare events as well.

Active learning also aims to connect specific objectives (e.g., high binary classification accuracy) to the data collection process. In contrast, a wide range of ML deployments we have encountered are interested in finding examples where the ML model produces incorrect predictions. Incorrect predictions are important for several reasons. First, analysts often wish to perform manual analysis on data where the model is underperforming. These analyses often inform decisions beyond the scope of traditional active learning, such as changing the model architecture or changing control algorithms to avoid such situations. Second, knowing where the model is failing is critical for liability reasons. Third, data where the model is incorrect is often more valuable for improving model quality than standard theory may suggest for complex deep learning models.

Finally, active learning is often specific to at least one of task, model type, and training objective. For example, active learning techniques for classification [47] do not apply to object detection and
vice versa [10]. Other active learning techniques are specific to the form of the model (e.g., logistic regression models) [46]. Since tasks and model types are constantly emerging, we have focused on constructing APIs that are agnostic to the task, model type, and training objective.

**Selecting Incorrect Predictions.** To select data for labeling, we use the assertions as described in Section 3. As described, the assertion interface is agnostic to data type (as assertions primarily operate on the structured outputs), task, and model type.

Given a set of inputs that assertions trigger on, an important question is how to select which data points to label given limited resources. We note that many ML deployments have objectives outside of maximizing average accuracy. For example, certain classes of errors might be more important to reduce for liability or business reasons (e.g., errors in detecting objects closer to an autonomous vehicle). As a result, end users may be interested in custom weightings for selecting data.

However, in many cases, we have found that reducing the fraction of data that assertions trigger on is often a good starting heuristic. To understand why, consider the setting where assertions have perfect precision (i.e., if an assertion triggers, the data point has an erroneous ML prediction). In this setting, if no assertions trigger, then the model entirely avoids the classes of errors the assertions specify.

**Evaluating Assertions for Training.** To evaluate assertions for training quality improvements, we compared assertions to standard baselines of random sampling and uncertainty sampling. We performed five rounds of active learning on a video analytics dataset for 2D box detection. We measured the mAP, a standard metric for 2D object detection.

We show results in Figure 7. As shown, using assertions outperforms baselines. At a fixed accuracy, they can require up to 40% fewer labels.

### 4.2 Quality Control of Labeled Data

In contrast to a wide range of work that assumes labeled data is ground truth, we have found that widely used datasets are rife with errors. An emerging body of work also observes similar issues with popular datasets [39].

While these errors may seem innocuous, they are critical to find. Many mission-critical ML deployments have strong legal liability reasons to find errors in labeled data. Furthermore, recent work has shown that 6% label noise can effectively reduce model capacity by more than 3× [39] (e.g., making a ResNet-50 perform at the same level as a ResNet-18 on clean data).

As such, we describe methods that leverage assertions to find errors in labeled data.

#### 4.2.1 Overview

Errors in human-labeled “ground truth” data can degrade model quality (if in training data) and lead to misleading metrics (if in validation or test data). As such, examining human labels for errors is of increasing importance.
Since ML deployments are continuous, ML models are often correct on average. As a result, predictions from ML models can be used to vet human labels. In particular, the simple procedure of selecting the highest confidence model predictions disagreeing with human labels can find numerous errors in production datasets.

While seemingly simple, even production autonomous vehicle datasets do not leverage this idea. For example, the Lyft Level 5 dataset is rife with errors, as shown in Figure 3. We describe the setting and provide pseudocode in detail next.

4.2.2 Finding Errors via Manual Consistency Assertions. We consider the setting of finding errors in 3D box predictions from LIDAR point cloud and camera data. The most important errors to discover are ones where the human labeler entirely missed the object: this is for both liability and model performance reasons.

To find such errors, the analyst can take a trained 3D box prediction model (e.g., PointPillars [34]) and produce predictions over the labeled data. Then, the analyst can filter the predictions and select only those that do not overlap with an existing human label. Finally, the analyst can rank order the remaining predictions and manually analyze them for missing labels.

We show that, even when trained on noisy data, ML models can learn sufficiently well to find examples of missing human labels.

4.2.3 Finding Errors with Learned Assertions. As with consistency assertions, we leverage existing ML models present in ML deployments. Instead of returning individual boxes with highest confidence not overlapping a human-labeled box, we use Fixy to find continuous tracks of boxes that are likely to be missing objects.

To do so, the analyst can specify the following associations and features. First, the analyst associates boxes with overlap across adjacent frames to form tracks. Then, the analyst can specify the following class-conditional features over the data: box volume, object velocity, and track length. Finally, the analyst specifies that they are looking for likely tracks.

Given these inputs, Fixy will rank order the tracks by those likely to be consistent, and therefore objects missed by the human labeler. We show several examples of missing tracks found by Fixy in Figure 3. We emphasize that these labels were generated by a leading label vendor and a well-funded engineering organization.

4.2.4 Examples of Errors. To show the utility of assertions for finding errors in human labels, we applied assertions to two autonomous vehicle datasets. We are unaware of other techniques to find missing human labels in detection datasets.

The datasets we evaluated on were the publicly available Lyft Level 5 perception dataset and an internal dataset at the Toyota Research Institute (TRI). The Lyft Level 5 dataset was labeled by a leading vendor for human labels: Waymo, Cruise, Uber, and Lyft have all used labels from this vendor [1].

We trained 3D object detection models on the datasets respectively and searched for errors in cars, trucks, and motorcycles.

For errors in human labels, we are primarily concerned with discovering missing human labels. This is for two reasons: (1) finding missing human labels is the most important for liability and performance reasons, and (2) auditing existing labels is much less costly.

Results: Recall. A critical question when applying assertions is the recall of finding errors—that is, the total number of missing human labels found when using assertions. Many such errors are apparent when found, such as the errors highlighted in Figure 3. Unfortunately, evaluating recall is difficult, as it requires finding all errors in data. As a result, we present targeted experiments on evaluating recall.
Table 2. Precision at Top 10 of Fixy and Manual Consistency Assertions for Finding Tracks Missed by Humans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Precision at top 10</th>
<th>Precision at top 5</th>
<th>Precision at top 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixy</td>
<td>Lyft</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency assertions (rand)</td>
<td>Lyft</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency assertions (conf)</td>
<td>Lyft</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixy</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency assertions (rand)</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency assertions (conf)</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assertions can achieve precision as high as 100% and remains high even when searching for 10 errors per scene. Taken from Kang et al. [24].

We first evaluated the recall of LOA exhaustively on a 15-second scene from the internal TRI dataset. The vendor provided labels that missed 24 objects. Using LOA, we found 75% (18) of the errors in the top 10 errors per class.

We next evaluated the recall of LOA on the Lyft Level 5 dataset. We manually examined every scene in the validation dataset (i.e., those not seen by the model at training time) and discovered 32 scenes with errors out of 53 total scenes.

Namely, 70% of scenes in the Lyft Level 5 validation set contained at least one error. Impressively, LOA found at least one error among every validation scene that contained an error. In other words, LOA had a 100% recall on scenes with errors in the Lyft Level 5 dataset.

**Results: Precision.** In addition to measuring recall, we measured the precision of LOA and manual consistency assertions. As we show, leveraging learned assertions can improve precision beyond simple, manually consistency assertions.

We show the precision of manual consistency assertions and LOA for finding errors in the Lyft Level 5 dataset and our internal dataset in Table 2. As we see, the precision of consistency assertions can be as high as 100% (at top 1). The precision remains high when searching for the top 10 errors per scene.

## 5 ANALYTICS WITH GUARANTEES

Finally, as a case study of an end-to-end ML pipeline, we describe how to leverage ML to perform analytics with guarantees on accuracy with respect to an expert human labeler. Many analytics systems assume that ML models return correct answers [2, 6, 27], which is an invalid assumption [35]. As a result, these systems focus on optimizing the runtime of executing analytics queries with respect to some ML model.

We describe methods of combining sampling from expert human labelers while leveraging ML models to improve sampling efficiency. Namely, ML models augment human effort. Throughout this section, ML models are used as a proxy, or approximation, for expert human labels.

We describe several use cases for analytics with ML-augmentation and describe how to perform selection queries with guaranteed recall and aggregation queries with guaranteed error bounds.

### 5.1 Use Cases

Many applications that require accuracy with respect to an expert human labeler are scientific in nature. In particular, many scientific claims are frequentist in nature (e.g., that the null hypothesis is rejected with some failure probability).

We describe two analytics queries with several examples of applications for each. These applications feature the common property that the datasets are far too large to manually annotate. As a result, analysts and scientists turn to sampling methods, which we show can be augmented with ML.
Aggregation Queries. A range of applications aim to compute linear statistics over large datasets (e.g., counts, sums, averages). For example, a traffic analyst may wish to compute the average number of cars per frame of a video to compare how busy two different intersections are. A social scientist studying the effect of newspaper media on public views on government program may compute the average sentiment of opinion articles discussing the New Deal.

As these queries are used for scientific applications, the scientists often desire frequentist guarantees on coverage of confidence intervals over the reported statistic.

Selection Queries. Other applications aim to select events from large datasets. These events are typically rare and are used in downstream manual analysis. For example, our collaborators in the Stanford biology department desire to find 80% of the visits of hummingbirds to a bush in field video, as measured by time. An urban planner may be interested in finding 80% of instances of events where a car cuts off a cyclist in traffic camera video.

5.2 Aggregation with Guarantees

5.2.1 Query Semantics. Consider a dataset \( D = \{ x \} \) where \(|D|\) is large. Consider an oracle function \( O(x) \in \mathbb{R} \), which computes the per-example statistic of interest (e.g., number of cars via an expensive detection model).

The goal is to compute approximately compute \( \mu = \mathbb{E}_D[O(x)] \) with as few invocations of \( O(x) \) as possible. Furthermore, we aim to return a confidence interval \([\mu, \bar{\mu}]\) that is as tight as possible subject to a coverage guarantee. The coverage guarantee is specified as a user-provided failure probability \( \delta \).

We are given access to a proxy \( P(x) \) that approximates \( O(x) \) (i.e., that \( P(x) \approx O(x) \)).

5.2.2 Prior Algorithms. Prior work on aggregation queries optimizes approximate aggregation via sampling. As a naive baseline, random sampling can already reduce computational costs by more than 100×, depending on the dataset size and error tolerance.

However, random sampling does not leverage that many applications have proxies that are easy to construct. We defer discussions of constructing these proxies to other manuscripts \([25, 30]\). To leverage proxies for sampling, the BlazeIt system uses them as a variance reduction technique in the form of control variates. Specifically, given the preceding quantities, we can form the unbiased estimator

\[
O^* = O + c(P - \mathbb{E}[P]),
\]

where \( c \) is any arbitrary constant. The variance minimizing \( c \) is equal to \(- \frac{\text{Cov}(O, P)}{\text{Var}(P)} \).

Finally, to achieve the error guarantees, BlazeIt uses an always-valid stopping rule, EBS sampling. Intuitively, EBS sampling “uses” a small portion of the failure budget at every sample to ensure validity. EBS sampling makes no assumptions on the statistic except that it lies within some range.

As we show in the following, this can result in suboptimal stopping, given minor assumptions about the relationship between the proxy and oracle.

5.2.3 Optimized Algorithm. We show that leveraging reasonable priors about how the proxy is correlated with the oracle statistic can result in suboptimal sampling. To address this, we present BlazeIt++, an optimized aggregation algorithm.

Overview. To understand the intuition behind BlazeIt++, consider Equation (1). In particular, the variance of \( O^* \) is equal to

\[
\text{Var}(O^*) = \left(1 - \rho_{O,P}^2\right)\text{Var}(O),
\]
ALGORITHM 1: Optimized aggregation algorithm, BlazeIT++. If the proxy is correlated with the oracle, the control variates estimator will have variance lower than in the worst case. As a result, the assumptions for EBS sampling are pessimistic. To address this, BlazeIT++ first estimates the variance before proceeding. Here, $Z$ is the two-sided $z$-value function. $W$ is the Lambert $W$ function.

```
1: function BlazeIT++(O, P, $\epsilon$, $\delta$)
2:     $S \leftarrow \text{ControlVariance}(O, P, \text{RandomSample}(D, 1000))$
3:     $\hat{V} \leftarrow \text{Var}(S)$
4:     $\hat{V}_{UB} \leftarrow \frac{(1000-1)\hat{V}}{\chi_{\delta/2}^2}$  \textgreater Chi-Squared Tail Bound
5:     $i \leftarrow 0$
6:     $\phi \leftarrow \frac{\delta}{4}$
7:     $n \leftarrow \frac{Z(\phi)^2\hat{V}_{UB}}{\epsilon^2}$
8:     while true do
9:         $S \leftarrow \text{ControlVariance}(O, P, \text{RandomSample}(D, n))$
10:        $\hat{\mu}, \hat{\mu}_{LB}, \hat{\mu}_{UB} \leftarrow \text{EstimateWithCI}(S, \hat{V}_{UB}, \phi, \text{max}(P))$
11:        if $\hat{\mu}_{LB} + \epsilon < \hat{\mu}_{UB} - \epsilon$ then
12:            break
13:        $\phi \leftarrow \frac{\phi}{2}$
14:        $n \leftarrow 2n$
15:     return $\hat{\mu}$
16: 
17: function EstimateWithCI($S$, $\hat{V}_{UB}$, $\delta$, $C$)
18:     $\hat{\mu} \leftarrow E[S]$
19:     $t \leftarrow -\frac{C^2\log(\delta)}{\hat{V}_{UB}}$  \textgreater Bennet’s Inequality
20:     $t \leftarrow e^W(h_{\epsilon}^{-1}) - 1$  \textgreater Lambert $W$ Function
21:     $t \leftarrow \text{Real}(t\hat{V}_{UB}/C)/|S|$
22:     return $\hat{\mu}, \hat{\mu} - t, \hat{\mu} + t$
```

where $\rho_{O,P}$ is the correlation between $O$ and $P$. Namely, the more correlated the proxy is with the oracle, the lower the variance of the control variate estimator.

We assume a natural property of the proxy: that $P$ is non-trivially correlated with $O$. However, we note that this assumption is only necessary for the performance, not correctness of our algorithm.

We present BlazeIT++ in Algorithm 1. It operates by forming an estimate of the total number of samples necessary to achieve the error target given the preceding assumptions. Namely, it first estimates the variance of the control variate sampler using 1,000 random samples. It then estimates the total number of samples necessary to achieve the error bound given the estimated variance. If the sample size is too small, it iteratively doubles the sample size until the error target is achieved.

To compute the confidence intervals, we invert Bennett’s inequality [8], which provides sub-Gaussian, finite-sample tail, bounds. As a result, we recover the same guarantees as EBS sampling.

Correctness. We prove correctness by first showing that the algorithm terminates and then by showing that the algorithm is valid at any termination point.

Termination follows since the dataset is finite and the number of samples increases at every iteration.
Fig. 8. Performance of BlazeIt and BlazeIt++ on the datasets considered by Kang et al. [25]. The y-axis is the number of samples required to achieve the error target. We show the improvement over random sampling in the numbers above the bars. As shown, our improved algorithm outperforms on all datasets.

Correctness follows by the union bound. Suppose the algorithm terminates at step \( i \). Then, by the union bound, the probability that the confidence interval is valid is at least \( \sum_{j=0}^{i} \frac{\alpha}{2^j} \leq \alpha \).

5.2.4 Evaluation. To evaluate BlazeIt++, we used the datasets and proxy scores generated by Kang et al. [25] to evaluate the BlazeIt system. We then executed random sampling, the algorithm BlazeIt uses, and BlazeIt++. We targeted an error of 0.01 and a success probability of 95%.

We show results in Figure 8. As shown, BlazeIt++ outperforms on all datasets, outperforming random sampling by up to 4.7\( \times \) and BlazeIt by up to 3.3\( \times \). Thus, by leveraging reasonable assumptions about the proxy and oracle, we can construct higher-performing sampling algorithms.

5.3 Selection with Guarantees

5.3.1 Query Semantics. As before, consider a dataset \( \mathcal{D} = \{ x \} \) where \( |\mathcal{D}| \) is large. Instead of considering a real valued oracle, consider an oracle \( O(x) \in \{0, 1\} \), which represents the result of a Boolean predicate. For example, \( O(x) \) may represent if a car is present in a frame of a video.

For \( S \subset \mathcal{D} \), define the recall and precision of \( S \):

\[
P_S = \frac{\sum_{x \in S} O(X)}{|S|}, \tag{2}
\]
\[
R_S = \frac{\sum_{x \in S} O(X)}{\sum_{x \in \mathcal{D}} O(X)}. \tag{3}
\]

The goal is to return a set \( S \) such that \( R_S \) is above some recall target \( R \) and that \( P_S \) is maximized.

We are given a proxy \( P(x) \in [0, 1] \) that approximates \( O(x) \).

5.3.2 Prior Algorithm. Suppose we are given a calibrated proxy \( P(x) \)—that is, a proxy such that

\[
P(x) = \Pr_{x \sim \mathcal{D}} [O(x) = 1 | P(x)]. \tag{4}
\]

Intuitively, if a calibrated proxy returns 0.9, then 90% of the time, \( O(x) \) will evaluate to true.
ALGORITHM 2: Optimized SUPG algorithm, SUPG++. SUPG++ forms an estimate of the total number of positive examples and up-weights the top ranked records by proxy score. It then leverages the standard SUPG algorithm.

Kang et al. [28] developed SUPG to perform approximate selection. To perform approximate selection, SUPG orders \( D \) by proxy score and returns all records above some threshold \( C \) (i.e., all records with \( P(x) > C \)). To achieve the recall target, SUPG uses importance sampling to generate a sample \( S \). Then, it forms estimates of the fraction of records above and below an adjusted recall cutoff. Given these estimates, SUPG forms an estimate of the cutoff \( C \) to achieve the recall target. Namely, given the empirical cutoff \( \tau \), SUPG constructs the sets

\[
Z_1 = \{1_{P(x) \geq \tau} O(x) : x \in S\}
\]

and

\[
Z_2 = \{1_{P(x) < \tau} O(x) : x \in S\}
\]

and upper/lower bounds the mean over these sets to form an adjusted recall target:

\[
\frac{\text{UB}(\hat{\mu}_{Z_1})}{\text{UB}(\hat{\mu}_{Z_1}) + \text{LB}(\hat{\mu}_{Z_2})}.
\]

Kang et al. [28] showed that to estimate \( \mathbb{E}[O(x)] \), the variance minimizing strategy given a calibrated proxy is to sample proportional to \( \sqrt{P(x)} \). Since this quantity is similar to the quantities estimated in Equation (7), SUPG samples according to \( \sqrt{P(x)} \).

5.3.3 Optimized Algorithm. We propose a modified version of SUPG which leverages properties of proxies that often hold on real datasets.

Overview. The performance analysis of SUPG relies on two assumptions: (1) that \( P(x) \) is calibrated and (2) that minimizing the variance of the estimate of \( \mathbb{E}[O(x)] \) corresponds to minimizing estimates of the means of Equations (5) and (6).

However, these assumptions often do not hold. An emerging body of work in the ML literature shows that ML models are rarely calibrated but are often monotonic in the proxy score. Furthermore, recall targets are often relatively high (e.g., 90%), so the estimator is more sensitive to \( Z_1 \) in practice.

As a result, we propose a modified version of SUPG: SUPG++. We provide pseudocode in Algorithm 2. SUPG++ first estimates the total number of positive examples using \( A = \mathbb{E}[P(x)] \cdot |D| \). Then, SUPG++ up-weights the top 3A records by proxy score by setting the proxy scores of these records to 1. Given these updated weights, SUPG++ uses the standard SUPG procedure.

Correctness. SUPG’s sampling procedure and estimation is valid regardless of the proxy weights. As SUPG++ only modifies the proxy weights, SUPG++ is valid.

Intuition. To understand why SUPG++ performs well, we note that proxies are often monotonic although not calibrated. As a result, the rank ordering of records by proxy value is often “good,” even though the absolute proxy scores may not be informative. As a result, in many real-world settings, the positive records are clustered near the top of the rank ordering. Furthermore, for
higher recall targets, the estimator is more sensitive to the total number of positive records sampled. As a result, up-weighting the top ranked proxy scores can boost performance.

5.3.4 Evaluation. To evaluate SUPG++, we used the datasets and proxy scores generated by Kang et al. [28] to evaluate SUPG. We evaluated against the importance sampling procedure of SUPG++ and the modified importance sampling procedure of SUPG++. We targeted a recall target of 90% and a success probability of 95%. We measured precision, where a higher precision is better.

We show results in Figure 9. As shown, SUPG++ outperforms on all datasets by up to 18% in absolute precision points and 81% in relative terms. As before, we can construct higher-performing sampling algorithms by leveraging reasonable assumptions about proxies.

6 RELATED WORK

Work from the ML to systems communities has focused on improving various aspects of ML deployments. Furthermore, an emerging body of work focuses on various aspects that we highlight (e.g., “data-centric AI”). We highlight several related areas of work. We note that this work draws heavily from and extends prior work [24, 25, 28, 32].

Monitoring ML. Monitoring ML has becoming increasingly important. One such line of work focuses on monitoring ML pipelines with semantically meaningful input schemas (i.e., tabular data) [7]. This line of work focuses on validating inputs—for example, that Boolean values are zeros or ones (as opposed to arbitrary values).

Another line of work focuses on monitoring statistical properties of inputs or outputs [9]. For example, if the proportion of a specific input field that is null dramatically increases, this likely signifies an upstream feature generation bug. Actions can then be taken as a result of finding such errors.

While this work is valuable for ML deployments with meaningful input schemas, they do not directly to apply to complex, unstructured data. Monitoring ML deployments over these data types are what we focus on in this work.

ML Testing. Recent work aims to test ML systems, often focusing on a specific aspect of deployments. These aspects range from numeric errors (e.g., TensorFuzz [40]) to “formal verification” of properties [19]. These techniques are complementary to the ones we describe and an important part of ML deployments.

Fig. 9. Performance of SUPG and SUPG++ on the real-world datasets considered by Kang et al. [28] for the 90% recall target. As shown, our improved algorithm outperforms on all datasets.
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ML Data Curation. ML data curation is closely related to active learning. As discussed, active learning focuses on selecting data points to label to improve specific validation metrics [47]. ML deployments require curation of data for a range of purposes outside of improving validation metrics, including for legal liability, manual error analysis, test set curation, and creating new models. Assertion-based data curation can be used for these extended purposes.

ML Data Quality Control. A recent line of work (“data-centric AI”) focuses on the importance of data in ML deployments [41]. For example, Northcutt et al. [39] shows that 10 commonly used classification ML datasets are rife with errors. In this work, we focus on allowing domain experts to specify expert knowledge to find errors, regardless of data type, model, or task.

Analytics with ML. ML offers a powerful primitive to turn unstructured data into structured data. As such, the analytics community has focused on leveraging ML in queries and optimizing the execution of such queries. Recent work has focused on optimizing selection queries [2, 27, 28], aggregation queries [25, 29], tracking queries [6], indexing [30], and fast query execution [31], among others. In this work, we describe analytics with ML as an example of an end-to-end ML pipeline. We describe how to leverage the work from assertions and optimize the pipeline end-to-end with user constraints.

7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we described commonalities between ML deployment pipelines and interfaces between various components. We described two underlooked areas of ML deployments: monitoring ML deployments at deployment time and the curation of high-quality training data. Perhaps surprisingly, we showed that assertions can be used for both tasks effectively. We finally described how to optimize ML-based analytics end to end as an example of an ML deployment, and how to leverage assertions for analytics.
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